Stereotype threat prevents perceptual learning
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Stereotype threat (ST) refers to a situation in which a member of a group fears that her or his performance will validate an existing negative performance stereotype, causing a decrease in performance. For example, reminding women of the stereotype “women are bad at math” causes them to perform more poorly on math questions from the SAT and GRE. Performance deficits can be of several types and be produced by several mechanisms. We show that ST prevents perceptual learning, defined in our task as an increasing rate of search for a target Chinese character in a display of such characters. Displays contained two or four characters and half of these contained a target. Search rate increased across a session of training for a control group of women, but not women under ST. Speeding of search is typically explained in terms of learned “popout” (automatic attraction of attention to a target). Did women under ST learn popout but fail to express it? Following training, the women were shown two colored squares and asked to choose the one with the greater color saturation. Superimposed on the squares were task-irrelevant Chinese characters. For women not trained under ST, the presence of a trained target on one square slowed responding, indicating that training had caused the learning of an attention response to targets. Women trained under ST showed no slowing, indicating that they had not learned such an attention response.
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Across all cultures that have been examined there is a persistent stereotype held by both men and women that “women are bad at math.” This stereotype is consequential: Women’s math achievement and performance is lower in cultures where this stereotype is stronger (1). Although there are many reasons why women underperform at math, one important factor that affects not only math performance but also career choices and career achievement is stereotype threat: The mental and behavioral states that accompany the activation of this stereotype in women (2). Most notably, when this stereotype is activated in women’s minds, they worry about confirming this pejorative stereotype and their math performance drops (3–5). Similar findings exist for other performance stereotypes held about other populations (5–7). The reasons for the performance drop are not entirely clear. Perhaps some kind of general anxiety causes a general decrement in women’s math performance (8). Stereotype threat (ST) has been shown to increase arousal (9), increase negative thoughts (3, 10), decrease cognitive resources (5), and increase the perseverance of incorrect problem-solving strategies (11–13); all of these reactions partially explain performance decrements. Given the varied negative responses to threat, it seems a natural extrapolation to guess that it might inhibit women’s ability to learn new information. That theory is the target of the present research.

Demonstrating that ST reduces or inhibits learning is important because it broadens the domain of ST and provides a specific unstudied mechanism by which ST impacts performance. Not only might ST hurt women’s performance of a well-learned math skill when they are under pressure, it also might inhibit their ability to learn math skills. A failure to learn would then reduce their performance on other occasions when they are not experiencing threat. Distinguishing the effects of ST on generalized performance from effects on learning is not trivial. For example, eliminating ST reduced the achievement gap between Caucasian and African American middle-school students over a 2-yr period (14). However, this narrowing of the achievement gap could have been a result of improved performance associated with reductions in ST, or it could have been because of increased learning after ST was reduced. All tasks, whether or not they involve learning, have components that could reflect performance differences (15). Because ST can affect women’s math performance devoid of any learning deficits (3–5), to make conclusions about how ST affects learning, it is essential to clearly delineate the impact of ST on learning from its impact on performance. Distinguishing learning effects from other performance effects is not easy in mathematical tasks. We therefore used a well-studied task, visual search, for which learning is routinely observed, for which the types and causes of learning are understood, and for which the learning component can be isolated from performance components. In visual search a target character is shown first, followed by a display of several characters, one of which might be the target (it is present on half the trials). Women’s decisions about character presence are highly accurate and the primary measure of interest is the time to make the response. The task we use is known as “consistent mapping”: The target characters remain targets, and the foil characters remain foils, across all trials. Under these circumstances, two kinds of learning can take place: (i) The observer learns to attend automatically to the target characters, so that attention moves directly to the target and extended search becomes unnecessary (16). The effect is often called “popout,” in analogy to the way that a red target appears to pop out from green foils. (ii) The observer learns to unitize a character, so that each comparison of display item to test item involves a single comparison, whereas before learning a single comparison might involve several comparisons of features (17).

Three visual-search studies used an experimental group of women exposed to ST instructions (reminding them of the negative stereotype about women’s math and visual processing performance) and a control group of women not given such instructions. The stimuli were initially unknown Chinese characters, 5 always used as targets and 195 always used as foils. One target preceded the display, and the display consisted of either two or four characters (Fig. 1). Half the displays contained targets. The roughly 75 min-long training session consisted of several blocks of 80 trials, with the threat group receiving ST instructions at the outset, and a shortened version of these instructions being reiterated between blocks. There were six blocks in exp. 1 and eight in exp. 2 and 3.

Performance in visual-search tasks without learning (for example when targets and foils exchange roles from trial to trial) is often characterized by serial self-terminating search: Display items are compared with the test item one at a time successively, at a fixed average rate. The search terminates when the target is reached (target-present trials) or when all items have been
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compared (target-absent trials). For target-absent trials the slope is an estimate of the comparison time. For target-present trials the target is reached on average halfway through the display, so the slope is halved. In most visual-search tasks the results do not match the predictions of this model exactly, but it is common in the field to calculate comparison times on the basis of this model, and use the reduction in these times as a measure of learning (16, 17). We adopt this convention as well. As is often the case in other studies, serial self-terminating search is not a perfect description of our results, either at the outset of training or for the ST group (for example, the slopes do not exhibit a 2:1 ratio for target-absent to target-present trials). Nonetheless, we will track slopes for the two groups to assess the presence of learning. Letting observed response time be denoted $T$, base time $B$, comparison time per character $C$, and display size $n$, we have $T = B + nC$ for target-absent trials and $T = B + [(n + 1)/2]C$ for target-present trials. The comparison time $C$ is the slope, and serves as an estimate of rate of search. For target-absent and target-present trials, the respective estimates of $C$ are $[T(4) − T(2)]/2$ and $T(4) − T(2)$. Prior research has shown that $C$ drops with training, thereby indicating learning (16, 17), and the greater the drop in $C$ the greater is the learning that is inferred. It is also often useful to estimate the base time $B$, indicating the part of the response time other than that used to carry out comparisons (perception time, motor-response time), which for target absent and present is estimated respectively as $2T(2) − T(4)$ and $T(2) − (3/2)C$. A reduction in base time (or $B$) across blocks indicates increased performance for the components of responding that are not related to learning.

Exp. 1 (Dataset S1) compared visual search for women randomly assigned to receive control instructions or ST instructions. Fig. 2A to C gives the estimates of slope or $C$ for successive blocks, averaged across women in each of the two groups, for target-present, target-absent, and combined trials. Responses for women in these conditions start together but quickly diverge. The control group showed typical learning, with a steady decrease in slope. The women made aware of the stereotype that “women are bad at math” showed no change in slope. Perhaps these average results fail to reveal that some women responded to ST and some did not. We therefore examined the slope results by individual. Fig. 3 shows individual estimates of slope for the first and second half of the blocks, and the difference between the two. Clearly, most control women learned: slope dropped between the first and second half of training. The women under threat did not on average exhibit decreased slope from the first to the second half of training. Particularly interesting, the variability of the slope changes did not differ for the women in the two groups. If some women had failed to respond to the threat manipulation and learned, and others had responded so strongly that they increased their slope across blocks, then the threat group would have exhibited larger variance. Thus, it seems that most women were responding similarly to the threat manipulation. Because the threat instructions were reiterated before each block, it is possible that
most or all women responded by increasing their caution and effort, emphasized accuracy over speed, and stayed with a serial search strategy that may have inhibited learning (18, 19).

The base times B are shown in Fig. 2 D to F. The results exhibit the reverse of the slope results: The base times tend to rise for the control group and fall for the threat group. If the control women learned to switch from an effortful and attention-intensive serial-search strategy to a more automatic and easier search in which they waited for attention to be “drawn” to the target (if present), it would be quite possible for base times to increase. On the other hand, the women under threat may have continued using effortful serial search, speeding their base time as the session continued, but not speeding or even slowing the rate of comparisons (12). A less persuasive but similar account could be proposed if learning in the control group consisted of unitization of characters.

These results do not fit very well with an account in which threat causes a general disruption of mental function. The results suggest instead that women under threat are induced to exert more effort searching (12, 20, 21), in particular continuing to use a more effortful serial search strategy throughout the session; the control women apparently learn to switch to an easier automatic strategy as the targets come to attract attention or become unitized.

Is it the case that women under ST fail to learn automatic attention to targets or unitization of characters? An alternative hypothesis would hold that learning does occur but is overwritten by an effortful strategy, and hence is not expressed. Women in the ST group may have learned an attention-attraction response to targets, but may have inhibited use of that response because of a strong tendency to continue serial search (perhaps because of a belief that serial search would be the best way to ensure high performance). In a similar vein, women under ST may have unitized targets, but nonetheless continued comparing displayed characters to the test item feature by feature, so that the expression of the unitization was inhibited. The next two studies examined this issue.

Exp. 2 (Dataset S2) used three groups of women. The control group replicated the control group of exp. 1, but continued for eight blocks rather than six. The control-plus-ST group replicated the control group of exp. 1 for the first six blocks, at which time the ST manipulation was introduced. The ST-plus-release group replicated the threat group of exp. 1 for the first six blocks and then introduced a self-affirmation manipulation (22) that in previous research has been shown to reduce the effects of ST (23).

The slope results in Fig. 4 A to C showed typical learning for the control group and for the first six blocks of the control-plus-ST group. The introduction of threat after block six had a strong deleterious effect in the control-plus-ST group. Because learning had already taken place, such a result shows that threat can produce a change in strategy that prevents expression of much of the learning that has taken place. The simplest interpretation is that women switched their strategy from the easier automatic processes and returned to effortful serial search (7). Women under threat did not show decreased slopes as a result of training in the first six blocks and self-affirmation provided no benefit thereafter. If they had learned but were not expressing the learning when under threat, then the release presumably caused by self-affirmation should have allowed expression of the learning. Because this did not happen, the somewhat indirect inference would be that learning had not occurred (and that new learning does not have time to develop in the final two blocks of training). The base time estimates are shown in Fig. 4 D to F, and are somewhat noisy, but replicate the inverse pattern (compared with slopes) that was observed in exp. 1. These findings are most parsimoniously explained in the same way.

Because the self-affirmation manipulation did not produce a shift in performance, the inference that learning had not taken place in earlier blocks is indirect and weaker than would be desirable. Exp. 3 therefore introduced a different test designed to distinguish learning without expression from lack of learning. Similar to exp. 1, exp. 3 (Dataset S3) used two groups of women who received control or ST instructions, and then all women completed eight blocks of training. Following training for both groups, a new task was introduced for which visual search for Chinese characters was irrelevant: The women were shown two color patches (of the same color) and asked to choose the more saturated of the two. Superimposed on the patches were two irrelevant Chinese characters. In one condition, neither of these characters had been trained as targets. In the critical condition, one of the two had been trained previously as a target. If such a target had developed the ability to attract attention automatically, then one might expect some interference with the color-saturation judgment. Because the superimposed characters are task-irrelevant, any such interruption is presumably an automatic reaction to prior learning, and would not be inhibited by reactions to threat.

The slope and base-time results are given in Fig. 5. The slope and base-time results replicate those of the corresponding conditions in the first two studies.

The critical results for the irrelevant task are shown in Fig. 6. For the control women (for whom learning had occurred), the time to judge color saturation slowed when one of the colors had a superimposed target character (i.e., showed interference from the target character); in addition, the interference was less when the target was on the more saturated color (i.e., match trials) as opposed to the less saturated color (i.e., mismatch trials). Both effects are consistent with an account in which the superimposed
target character automatically engages and attracts attention. For women under threat, such effects were absent. The control results (exhibiting interference caused by irrelevant superimposed targets) suggest that at least some of the learning that had occurred was the learning of attention to targets. Because it is hard to see why women in this group would not express such learning in an irrelevant color task, the absence of such an effect for the ST group suggests that learning had never occurred. Combining the results of exp. 2 and 3, we conclude that learning was prevented for the women under threat and, when learning does occur before threat, its expression can be reduced significantly by a subsequent induction of ST. That is,
The interference results for the color task from exp. 3 are plotted as a function of ST and whether the target character matched the correct answer (i.e., was superimposed on the more saturated color swatch) or did not match (mismatch) the correct answer (i.e., was superimposed on the less saturated color swatch). Interference scores indexed the amount of time taken to correctly respond when the target character matched vs. mismatched the correct answer (controlling for response latencies when untrained characters were presented in both color swatches). There was greater interference in the control condition than the ST condition \( F(1,20) = 36.55, P < 0.001 \); however, although there was less interference in the control condition on match than mismatch trials \( F(1,20) = 5.82, P = 0.03 \), interference did not differ between trial type in the ST condition \( F(1,20) = 1.75, P = 0.20; ST \times Trial Type, F(1,20) = 7.15, P = 0.02 \).

Both effects take place: ST prevents learning and ST can also reduce expression of prior learning.

**Discussion**

Stereotype threat theory attempts to understand how negative performance stereotypes affect stigmatized group members’ performance, and how activation of the stereotype produces and amplifies the resultant performance decrements (2, 5). The present research refines our understanding of the effects of ST by using a task that allows us to distinguish learning from general performance, and thereby allowed us to demonstrate that ST can prevent learning.

The learning that was prevented was attentional/perceptual learning in visual search. In the visual-search learning literature, this learning had been assumed (implicitly) to occur automatically as a consequence of task training. The present results show that such learning can be prevented and therefore is not an automatic consequence of training, and researchers interested in visual-search processes might well want to revisit this issue. Perhaps participants have learned during development to associate effortful processing with superior performance. Then, when reminded of the stereotype in our task and motivated to prove the stereotype wrong, they continually engage in effortful serial search. An attention response to the target would alter and interfere with the serial search, and hence this attention response might be inhibited. This inhibition hypothesis is not unprecedented: Previous research has shown that an untrained target can receive a benefit by being paired with previously trained foils (24). These ideas are interesting but somewhat orthogonal to the main purposes of the present research.

At least in the present task setting, we see that overt emphasis on the existence of the stereotype both prevents learning (exp. 1 and 3) and, to a significant degree, prevents expression of learning that has already occurred (exp. 2). We note that visual search is quite rapid, and its internal processes and their results are not generally available to introspection and awareness. Thus, it would be reasonable for participants under threat to use or switch to an effortful and attention-demanding mode of search in the belief that this would enhance performance (20, 21). The present results do not fit very well with a view that threat simply causes a general deterioration in performance, given that the base-time estimates are, if anything, lower for the women placed under ST. The results seem to fit with the view that the women under threat try harder to carry out the task (12), thereby persisting in effortful serial search throughout training, and failing to find and learn an alternative strategy that makes search easier and less effortful.

We have noted that two kinds of learning have previously been shown to occur in consistent mapping visual search: learned popout (attention attracted to targets automatically) and learned unitization (comparisons of two characters can be made in one step rather than feature by feature in multiple steps). Our research (especially the color task in exp. 3) shows that the control women likely had learned to attend automatically to targets (thereby interfering with color judgments when a task-irrelevant target was superimposed on a color patch). It is possible that unitization had also been learned, although we have no direct evidence concerning this possibility. Whatever had been learned by women in the control group, it seems not to have been learned by women under ST.

The present results are of course found in a specific task: visual search. It remains to be seen whether they generalize to other task settings. The type of automated learning prevented by ST in this research could affect women’s math performance in at least two ways: By reducing the extent to which women automate lower-level math tasks, making more complicated math tasks more difficult (25, 26) and by reducing women’s ability to differentiate the relevant from the irrelevant information provided in math problems (13). It is of course essential to explore tasks other than perceptual/attention learning to establish the generalizability of the conclusions. Nonetheless, the present results serve as an existence proof that learning can be prevented by ST, and serve as a warning that the results could be more general.

**Conclusion**

Stereotype threat is an important problem in many domains, especially in mathematical settings, where women need and would like to perform well. Understanding the role of negative stereotypes in causing decrements in mathematical performance is an important step in finding solutions to the problem. The present research demonstrates a critical component of the deficit: ST can prevent learning, at least somewhat independent of general performance. This result points to the importance of creating environments that reduce the impact of ST during mathematical skill acquisition by women. If creating such environments is not done, the learning deficits that result could well be cumulative, causing problems that continually worsen as development proceeds. Society presently recognizes the importance of finding ways to facilitate the learning of skills to help women enter into careers in science and mathematics, where they are currently underrepresented. Finding ways to reduce the impact of negative stereotypes is one step that should help.

**Methods**

Participants. Across three experiments, 75 women participated in partial fulfillment of a class requirement. All women provided informed consent before participating in this research. Women in exp. 1 (n = 23) and 3 (n = 22) were randomly assigned to a control condition (n = 12 and n = 10, respectively) or a ST condition (n = 11 and n = 12, respectively). Women in exp. 2 (n = 30) were randomly assigned to a control condition (n = 8), a control-plus-ST condition (n = 12), or a ST-plus-release condition (n = 10).

Procedure. After a tutorial about the visual-search task, women were presented with either control instructions or ST instructions. In the control condition, the search task was described as assessing individual differences in problem solving: gender was not mentioned.* In the ST condition, women were told that women underperform relative to men in math and that one reason for this difference is that women have difficulty distinguishing relevant from irrelevant information on math problems, a skill purportedly more difficult for women to acquire in math problems (13). It is of course essential to explore tasks other than perceptual/attention learning to establish the generality of the conclusions. Nonetheless, the present results serve as an existence proof that learning can be prevented by ST, and serve as a warning that the results could be more general.

*The control instructions read: “In this laboratory, we have been researching how people solve a number of different types of problems. We hope to understand what strategies people use and how these strategies impact problem solving. Thus, we have created a task to attempt to look at how different people approach solving problems in the laboratory. It is important that you take this task seriously so that we can learn more about learning styles and problem solving.”
measured by the search task. These instructions were presented, in shortened form, before each block of trials.

In the visual-search task, participants searched for a target Chinese character in a display of nontarget characters. Participants pressed one response key if the target character was presented in the display, and another key if it was absent from the display. (Accuracy was high (exp. 1 = 93.3%, exp. 2 = 92.8%, exp. 3 = 94.5%) and not affected by the manipulation of ST or training in any of the experiments. Latencies from trials with incorrect responses were not included in reaction-time measures.) Each block consisted of 80 trials, 20 from each of the trial types presented in Fig. 1.

The shortened form of the control instructions read: “As was mentioned at the outset, we hope to understand what strategies people use and how these strategies impact problem solving. Thus, we have created a task that attempts to look at individual differences in problem solving style in the laboratory. It is important that you take this task seriously so that we can learn more about learning styles and problem solving.” The shortened form of the ST instructions read: “As was mentioned at the outset, one reason why women are poorer on some math tasks, like word problems on the SAT or ACT, is that they have a more difficult time correctly choosing the information needed to solve the problem from the irrelevant and distracting information that is also provided. The current research is looking at this skill and why women perform more poorly at this skill than men.” This addition was to explicitly connect math to the search task.

The bulk of the ST instructions were taken verbatim from the Appendix of ref. 3, p. 276. We added: “One reason why women do more poorly on some math tasks, like word problems on the SAT or ACT, is that they have a more difficult time correctly choosing the information needed to solve the problem from the irrelevant and distracting information that is also provided. The current research is looking at this skill and why women perform more poorly at this skill than men.” This addition was to explicitly connect math to the search task.

The shortened form of the control instructions read: “As was mentioned at the outset, we hope to understand what strategies people use and how these strategies impact problem solving. Thus, we have created a task that attempts to look at individual differences in problem solving style in the laboratory. It is important that you take this task seriously so that we can learn more about learning styles and problem solving.” The shortened form of the ST instructions read: “As was mentioned at the outset, one reason why women are poorer on some math tasks, like word problems on the SAT or ACT, is that they have a more difficult time correctly choosing the information needed to solve the problem from the irrelevant and distracting information that is also provided. The current research is looking at this skill and why women perform more poorly at this skill than men. In our lab, we are interested in how underperformance in information selection impacts math performance.”